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Here at Tipi Unique we’re just a little bit obsessed with rustic-luxe stylings! 
We launched our ‘Uniquely Styled’ range of rustic event furniture to bring 

affordable, luxury furnishings to the market – there’s no better décor to 
complement our charming tipis. 

All of our products can be hired throughout the year for any type of wedding/
event, we aren’t fussy! Whether you are planning your whole tipi event with us, 

or just want to hire rustic furniture for your special occasion, we are certain 
that we have something for you. From rustic tables/chairs and gorgeous fire 

pits, to party essentials and chill-out packages, we’ve got it all!

We're passionate about sourcing and curating the freshest range of rustic 
furnishings to add to our ever-growing collections. Our team's super-talented 

and extremely creative – not to mention trend-obsessed, sparkle crazy, and 
rather skilful with all things wooden! So bring your ideas, we'll throw in ours 

for good measure and let our expert team hand-craft any bespoke pieces you've 
seen but don’t fancy taking on yourself. 

Seen something you love, and it's not featured in our catalogue? Tell us, we'll 
check out what's involved and together, we'll do all we can to bring you that 

much sought-after number.  

Enjoy, and do keep us in the loop with your amazing plans to make your event 
ultra-personal. We simply can't wait to see it styled uniquely for your special 

occasion.

Tipi Unique team x  

 
ALL PRICES SHOWN EXCLUDE VAT, 5% DAMAGE WAIVER        

(WHERE APPLICABLE) & DELIVERY FEES. 

Unique 

TIPIS || FURNITURE || LIGHTING || EVENT EQUIPMENT HIRE 

“
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our approach

Between May- Sep, we'll 
deliver your furnishings up 
to an 80-mile/2-hour radius 
of TUHQ (CW7 2RB). 

Giant tipi hire for special occassions 

DELIVERY COSTS...

WHERE WE COVER...

72

hire period... Furniture hire only...
You'll be able to enjoy your furnishings for 
up to      days. * Delivery and Collection Dates will be confirmed prior  

Working out your delivery costs is easy! 
£1 per mile, per vehicle needed *(we'll advise). 
Typically 4 trips per drop-off/collection.

tipis & furniture hire...
The tipis & furniture are yours for up to                     
a fabulous      days. * Delivery and Collection Dates will be confirmed prior    3 

Oct - Apr, the cap's 
raised and we'll travel 
further afield

3 

our approachour approach
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Giant tipi hire for special occasions 



 

our 
approachwhat's inside

DAZZLING LIGHTS         Page 16
Amp up the ambience inside and out with our fabulous array of lighting options.

WARMING FIRES         Page 30
Forever a fave, our focal fire-pits offer warmth and a cosy and unique vibe!

OUTDOOR FURNITURE         Page 32 
Help guests enjoy your outside grounds/spaces with our all-weather furnishings. 

HANGING DECORATIONS         Page 38
Add drama to your ceilings/roofspaces with stand-out décor and features.

BESPOKE FOR YOU         Page 44
Get creative, set us to work with pieces crafted with love just for you. 

DISPLAYS TO DELIGHT         Page 46
Gorgeous pieces and stations for displaying your special touches.

THE FUNDAMENTALS         Page 72
All of the outdoor event essentials, think loos, heaters, generators and the like. 

 

    our tipis 06 WHAT'S NEW

10

tables & chairs

12

bar furnishings

CHILL-OUT AREAS

PARTY ESSENTIALS

22

24

28
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OUR TIPIS

Giant tipi with front canopies raised

WHAT'S ON YOUR TIPI WISHLIST?
Planning a wedding, milestone birthday, garden party, festival, 
corporate dos, kids party, prom, or something else entirely? 

Our expert team can recommend tailored options to suit your 
guests, available room and of course your budget. 

6



our 
approach

https://tipiunique.com/our-tipis/

tipi hire for any occasion
Rustic-luxe stylings a side for a mo, we thought a little recap of our authentic Nordic tipis might be just the ticket here. Our wide 
range of tipis, perfectly sized to suit a variety of spaces/gardens, offer a unique opportunity to create a celebration unlike the rest. 

Scan/click for info & prices

https://tipiunique.com/our-tipis/

Ohana (optional sides) 
From £395 (7m)

Kung jnr 
£395 (6.5m)

Giant
£1,200 (10.3m)

2021 rate: £1,250  

Kung £825 (8.25m)

Pagoda £550 (6 x 6m)

Extensions & 
weather-proofing
From £275

Boutique tipis From £150 (5.3m & larger sizes)

PVC extension with doors £375

Linked tipis (Extra space/increased guests)

OUR TIPIS
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The tipis with all of their twinkly lights and a space 
for everything we wanted like our bar, dance floor and 

seating were stunning! And the PVC front was incredible  
- it really framed the view and let in light, while  

making our hill-top location feel cosy and inviting :) 
“



Katie & Ian - 2 giant tipis with PVC front extension 9



what's new

Fabulous chill-out and rattan furnishings

CURVED MODULAR RATTAN SET
Introducing our new vegan friendly, cruelty-free utterly gorgeous chill-out addition. 
Exclusive to us, choose your own arrangements to perfectly match guests numbers, available 
space & even budgets. Its exquisite styling, luxurious finish and super-comfy and spacious 
seats (which btw are fabulous inside or out), makes this a must-have addition to any 
statement event. Complete the look with the complementary coffee table and arm rests that 
double up as impressive drinks coolers/storage. Time to grab the drinks, get social & relax in 
the hottest lounge in town.  

Rattan round cooler
£35

Rattan arm rest cooler
£35

Striking Salsa 
coffee table
£35

Full set (8 pieces with back rest, 2 ottomans & 
drinks cooler coffee table and arm rest)
£600
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Looking for something special? Keep your peepers 
peeled for our 'EXCLUSIVE' stamp. They're our     
one-of-a-kind pieces that are unique to us, and 
totally gorge for any type of event. 

our 
approach

https://tipiunique.com/rustic-furniture-hire/

And there's more...
We've been searching the nation for stand-out pieces and we're so excited to share more of our exclusive, hand-crafted gems that you 

just simply can't find anywhere else.

WHAT'S NEW

So much is new this season, so look out for the handy 'NEW' symbol 

highlighting all of our lovely newness for you to enjoy for your events. NEW!

RECLAIMED VINTAGE TABLE
Hand-crafted by our talented team, our reclaimed, pre-loved rustic 
long tables just ooze character and charm. With their striking aged 
texture and metallic accents, these statement tables are the perfect 

accompaniment to any farmhouse/industrial-inspired event.

£20 per table
£30 per table/bench set

Supersize garden games
See more on page 50 - 51.

Giant mirror ball 
Our giant rotating disco ball is a number one accessory! Trust 
us, this is a proper party gem! Choose from 40cm or our brand 
new mega 75cm & 100cm glitter balls to add impact to any 
size event space. 

EXCLU
SIV

E

40cm: £50
75cm: £75
100cm: £100
1

£25 each
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Hand-crafted long table and benches
Built with love and care, and to last! Our long tables complete with benches are fab for 
a few select friends (6-8 to be precise) For a different vibe, line ‘em up for full-on
banqueting with family and friends at the heart.

Table: £14 (Size: 191cm x 82cm)

Bench: £6 (Size: 191cm x 26cm)

Set: £24

TABLES, CHAIRS & BENCHES

Don't forget our reclaimed vintage table...(check out 'what's new' section)

EXCLUSIVE

Beautiful bistro-style table
Seating 4 comfortably, our newest bistro-style table is the 
perfect match to our rustic longs. Perfect for casual dining, 
side tables and even sweeter for you and yours as your own 
head table. 

£10 (Size: 95cm x 82cm)

A little bit of extra 
support ...

High-back bench: £10

Add a bench seat pad or back for extra 
comfort 

£4 per pad 

12
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Rustic-luxe rounds
Exclusive to Tipi Unique, beautifully 
hand-crafted rustic wooden round tables. 
Let the exquisite detailing shine and 
enjoy creating many special moments 
around these beauties.(Save on linen 
costs too)!
5’6: £30 (The perfect fit for 8-10 guests)

6': £35 (The perfect fit for 10-12 guests)

Cross-back chairs 
The hottest chair in town. These 
delightful oak-coloured cross-backs are 
causing a stir & are the perfect choice for 
completing your farmhouse/country vibe. 
£4.50 per chair *(3 per rustic long table) 

Wooden folders
Beautiful wooden chairs, simple, practical and 

perfectly matched to our rustic tables - go on get 
stylish!

£3 per chair *(3 per rustic long table) 

Chiavari chairs
Charming full-back lime wash chairs, complete 
with a sumptuous ivory cushion pad. (Other 
coloured chairs and pads available inc. leopard 
print - do go wild, grrrr!)

£4.50 per chair *(4 per rustic long table) 

Get creative with your seating 
Why not try mixing your chairs and benches...

Thrones for the super important, or uber-comfy seats for your favourite folk. 
Blend rounds & rectangles for an eclectic mix to suit your family & friendship groups. 

Foldable high chairs
Treat your cute-as-button infants and toddlers 
to their very own seat complete with safety 
harness, tray and foot rest. (Suitable from 6 
months old)

£10 per chair

TABLES, 
CHAIRS & 
BENCHES 

Trestle tables 
A great low-cost alternative to rustic rounds and longs. 

Available in a variety of sizes/styles.*Linen advised 

6ft long: £6
5'6 round: £11

6' round: £12.50

Also available in chocolate 
brown

High-back bench: £10

13
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   © Tipi Unique. 2020 

Check out the awesome tablescape perched on our 
fabulous floral shelf. 
*(See more in 'Hanging Decorations' section).

FLORAL CREDIT: FLOWERS AT THE DUTCH BARN! 

VINTAGE TABLE
Totally textural - we're in LOVE with pre-loved! 
Touchable tables with a deep history paired cleverly 
with fabulous florals, metallic details, crystal and 
coloured tableware, plus tassels and more - adds to the 
experience of opulence and luxe dining!

£20 per table
£30 per table/bench set

EXCLUSIVE
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I knew that our table design had to be banquet style. 
The choice of long tables was fantastic. 

We especially loved the reclaimed tables - knowing that 
these were hand-crafted and made from re-used materials 

was a huge plus for our eco-friendly choices
“

Bonus points for swagged 
festoons framing this 
banqueting scene!
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Add light and colour to your celebration 
Transform your venue into the ultimate party space. Our colour-variable lighting kits can offer natural warm daytime 

glows, highlight stunning feature arrangements, and also have more changeable effects than you can shake a stick at. 
We love the colour change in time to your beats. What will your fave be?

Standard package giant/kung: £140 *Ask for other venues

Standard package Kung jnr, pagoda and Ohana: £80 *Ask for other venues

Vintage-inspired Edison 
lightbulb display
Exclusive to Tipi Unique, our captivating Edison 
lightbulb display is a real show-stopper. Built with 
love and inspired by the industrial-chic trend. 
We love its large classically-cool filament bulbs, 
metallic-yet-delicate lamp holder details, oh and 
of course the 2metre reclaimed oak beam for extra 
ooomph. Accentuate key spaces like chill-out areas, 
hang it over the bar for a quirky vibe or your head 
table as the perfect backdrop offering soft and 
subtle lighting. One thing's for sure, pics snapped 
under these lights will be beyond beautiful.

2m Edison display: £85 
4m Edison display: £170

There's more sparkle to be had overleaf (oh la la)... 

DAZZLING LIGHTS

16



Wow-factor fairy light packages
With our fairy light packages you can get creative and add sparkle around 

your dance floor, frame the head table or even impress your guests on 
arrival. Why not dress the roofspaces, polework, trees or anything at all 

really - were not fussy! Guaranteed impact and just wait 'til dusk and see 
the fairy lights glowing and watch them transform the evening ambience.

Standard package giant/kung: £100*
Standard package Kung jnr, pagoda and Ohana: £80* 
*Ask for bespoke designs and other venue pricing options

Barn roof fairy light install 

DAZZLING 
LIGHTS

17

Gazes and gasps at your roofspaces of awe!



Festoon lights* (available in white, colour & synchronised fade)
The possibilities are just endless, our LED festoon lights can be used along front entrance canopies to add a vintage-inspired and welcoming feel. Create 
uber-gorge and beautifully-lit walkways that are perfect for impromptu photos at dusk - simply magical! Try them swagged throughout creating a stunning 
roofscape, and with choice of bulbs from warm white or enchanting coloured hues, get creative and co-ordinate 'themes' for ultra-ambience. 
Inspiring, interesting and practical too - they really do have it all! 
*Provided with your choice of 1.2m or 2.5m hooks. 

£2.50 per metre. (White) 
£3 per metre. (Colour or synchronised fade)

DAZZLING LIGHTS
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Check out that long 
sweeping walkway... 
available to hire now... 
Just £30 per 10m 
section. 

DAZZLING 
LIGHTS

19

1

Dazzle up or 'dim' down your decorative lighting. 
Brand new & perhaps THE piece we're most obsessed with! 
Our dimmer brightens up spaces for an uplifting look, and can 
soften the ambience with mellow hues for your lighting fixtures. 
If you've a penchant for pendants and mood-busting vibes then
this is the must-have accessory for flexibility and control.

 £25 

1

NEW!



DAZZLING 
LIGHTS

20

Breath-taking lighting schemes 
You've chosen the perfect venue and styled it beautifully with your choice of delightful décor and finishing touches - now it's time 
to accentuate your event space with lighting that is guaranteed to impress. Illuminate your tipis, natural surroundings, buildings, 

car parking, ornamental or unique features. Create striking backdrops with coloured effects that can complement any event theming. 
Transform the ambience of any space with carefully selected fixtures to highlight stunning exterior and interior detailing. 

Functional, yet soooo fabulous!

£200 - (4 coloured floods). 
Bespoke packages as required

Hurricane silver lantern set 
incl. 1 XL and 8 x 50cm lantern with candles. 

£75



DAZZLING LIGHTS
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Breath-taking lighting schemes 
You've chosen the perfect venue and styled it beautifully with your choice of delightful décor and finishing touches - now it's time 
to accentuate your event space with lighting that is guaranteed to impress. Illuminate your tipis, natural surroundings, buildings, 

car parking, ornamental or unique features. Create striking backdrops with coloured effects that can complement any event theming. 
Transform the ambience of any space with carefully selected fixtures to highlight stunning exterior and interior detailing. 

Functional, yet soooo fabulous!

£200 - (4 coloured floods). 
Bespoke packages as required



Exquisite 3m round bar
Our hand-made 3m round bar structure is a fabulous focal point for the most important of 
activities - raising a glass and kick-starting the party. With it's stunning look, and subtle 
below-counter lighting, not to mention stacks of shelving, you'll be covered for places to store 
all those bar sundries and of course connect up your must-have on-draught tipples. 

Full round bar: £525 (7 sections in total)
Half round bar: £225 (3 sections in total)

Reclaimed bar
Our hand-made vintage crate-end bar structure 
is made-to-measure and follows the subtle 
curves of our tipis. It is the perfect fit and 
accompaniment to any bash. Available as 1.7m 
bar or choose to extend this space up to 3.7m 
overall. 

Main bar: £100 (1.7m length, 1.1m height)
Extension: £50 per piece (1.2m x 1.1m 
pieces)

    FABULOUS BARS

Oodles of extra space with 
our nifty bar extensions

Cow-hide stools - perch on these 
sumptuous stools & enjoy a beverage at the bar! £20

    AND FURNISHINGS

Keep the drinks ICE COOL and safe with 
our lockable single display fridges and 
ice machine. 
£40  each

22
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The Faves

Check out our range of soft/casual 
seating options over the page

Rustic poseur tables
Tactile, full of charm and rustic appeal. Exclusive to 
Tipi Unique, our hand-crafted wooden poseur tables 
are a wonderful alternative to the traditional glass/
chrome poseur tables. Create casual and relaxed 
spaces for guests to connect, share experiences 
and soak up the atmosphere of the event. Try 
them near the bar, around the dance floor or as 
feature tables within external terraced/patio areas. 
Complete the look with complementary stools.

Poseur table: £20 each
Poseur stools: £7 each

Oak barrel inspo
Rich, aged, and full of history! Your guests will love 

these as a charming poseur table

Poseur table: £35 each

Drinks troughs & barrows
Cheers to hosting your own bar! Add our rustic troughs 
for easy-flowing refreshments and wonderfully welcoming 
drinks reception displays. Just don't forget the ice :-)! 

£30 each

Teak swivel - Natural, full of 
character teak swivel stools. £20

 
High back - ie the hottest seat in the 
bar, for style and comfort these are perch 
perfect! £12

Tractor swivel stool. 
£20

 BARS & 
FURNISHINGS    AND FURNISHINGS...

Add a pop of colour and extra 
comfort with gorge cushions.

Brilliant outdoor 
bar seating!

23
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Discover your perfect style and arrangements ...

With hand-crafted and exclusive pieces, our unique collections are certain to complement your tipis/
event venue, and add rustic charm to your special occasion... Choose from our range of chill-out packages,                        
or go wild and create your own oh so cosy! The choice is completely and utterly yours!

    CHILL-OUT FURNISHINGS

Luxe package

What is included... 

2 x Chesterfield 2-seater sofas 2 x Chesterfield armchairs

3 x cube seats *4 x reindeer skins

4 x low 
coffee 
tables

Create a cosy nook with uber comfy and super stylish pieces. Sink into our classically elegant lusciously leather sofas and armchairs. Our plush reindeer skins, offer stroke-me-vibes and add warmth as well as drama for a guaranteed wow factor space. 
£400

17 SEATS

2 x benches

4 x bright coloured rugs

Rugs doublin' up as 
bench throws... neat!

Use our chill-out luxe to form 
statement complete lounge areas or 
opt for cute clusters with 2-3 pieces 
per area... 
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Flip the page for the full range to create your perfect perch places...

    CHILL-OUT FURNISHINGS

Comfort package

3 x 2-seater pommel seats *

6 x cube seats *

Add colour, 
texture and 

interest to your chill-out 
space with out 

classically cosy, 
chill-out comfort 

package
£195

12 SEATS

Create a cosy nook with uber comfy and super stylish pieces. Sink into our classically elegant lusciously leather sofas and armchairs. Our plush reindeer skins, offer stroke-me-vibes and add warmth as well as drama for a guaranteed wow factor space. 
£400

4 x bright coloured rugs
4 x low coffee tables

Opt for our animal-friendly rattan clusters, in classic neutral tones that 
offer a contemporary and elegant look. Match these pieces to marquees, 
and plump for these pieces for protected-from-all-weather, perfect places 

to perch outdoors!  .

CHILL-OUT 
FURNISHINGS

*Our cube and pommel seats vary in style, an assortment will be provided 

Our kind to animals, classic-look rattan cluster 
sets are the perfect way to introduce smaller 

relaxation areas. Provided with two segments 
complete with back/arm rest, a curved 

backless ottoman and fab drinks cabinet, 
this is luxe-lounging that's flexible to suit the 

occasion.

 £195 *Seats 1 per segment comfortably, 2 if ya like 
it cosy :-)

Rattan cluster set
Move the made-to-measure 

ottoman up front for a chic, ultra 
relaxing day bed!

Super-cool 
stool cluster 

What is included... 

2525



Discover your perfect style and arrangements ...

Chesterfield sofas:  £60
Chesterfield armchairs:  £40

Rustic benches:  £6 

Reindeer skin:  £30
*We have other blankets if this 
just isn't your thing!

Low pallet coffee table*: £7.50
*Available in natual or medium oak colour 

    CHILL-OUT FURNISHINGS
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Coffee and presentation tables
Herringbone coffee table:  £7.50

A style staple, coffee tables are the perfect resting place for your 
booze, floral displays/bouquets, picture frames, lanterns, 

and much more!  

Create your own oh-so-comfy!

Cube seats:  £15
*Style may vary - ask our helpful team to secure a particular 
design should you wish to stick with a theme!

Snuggle up on our Chesterfield armchairs whilst sipping fizz by candlelight. With our 
bespoke range, mix and match individual pieces for original, tailor-made spaces.  

Feel free to select your 
must-have & utterly gorgeous 
pieces from both this and the 
bar collections to furnish your 
space your way! Get creative, 
there's nothing better than 
personally designed spaces filled 
with your absolute fave pieces 
that fit the theme and budget!



Scatter cushions, complementary throws & 
rugs are the details that will accentuate your 
already-awesome-chilled zones. 

Leather & jute pouffes: £7.50
Cube seats & stools: £15* 

Pommel seats (2-seater): £25*

Quirky, cool, & super comfy! Our eclectic range of  
stools, 2-seaters, & pouffes never fail to add charm 

and character to any special event. With various 
styles and designs, choose hand-picked pieces to 

curate co-ordinated looks! 

Scatter cushions £5*, blankets, throws 
£7.50*, rugs £10

Our 1m square bohême pretty patterned 
floor cushions make fab picnic-style pillows 
pssst... they're perfect for two! 

£15 each 

    CHILL-OUT FURNISHINGS
CHILL-OUT 

FURNISHINGS

Boho seating, cushions, blankets & rugs:

Fancy a fabulous boho scene at your event! Cue 
our inspired low-level seating area...Mix different 
sized pouffes, textures, colours & patterns for 
the perfect place to gather like-minded souls. 

27

Cube/pommel seats, stools and pouffes

*Style may vary - ask our helpful team to secure a 
particular design should you wish to stick with a theme!



Stage
Elevate your atmosphere and 
entertainment and make an impact with a 
headline act performance area.

16' x 8' stage £225 
*(Suitable for up to 5-piece band with kit). 
**(If you have specific requirements, ask us about 
tailored sizes, heights and more). 

    PARTY ESSENTIALS...
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Ooh heck, check out our 4m Edison above the band, totally ampin' 
up the attitude - now that's what we call awesome energy!

PA System
Our PA system is just the ticket for
all your first-class sound needs. With 
cutting-edge tech, our slim-line and 
discrete PA system means you can link 
up mics for speeches/presentations, 
jam with acoustic campfire sessions 
and maybe even host a bit of karaoke. 
When done, turn DJ and use the aux 
connection or pair up your smart device 
via Bluetooth signalling (perfect for the 
latest gadgets), and blast your fave 
playlists for the perfect vibe all night 
long. 

£200 (Provided with 1 microphone)



C

o

 PARTY 
ESSENTIALS

• 12ft x 12ft (50 boogiers)   £200
• 15ft x 15ft (70 boogiers)  £250
• 18ft x 18ft (90 boogiers)   £300
• 21ft x 21ft (110 boogiers)   £350

Parquet dance floors...
Dance until dawn, and let the good times roll!

Pair with our glittering disco ball and atmospheric 
lighting designs for the ultimate party experience!

Disco ball
An absolute essential! No party is complete without 
one of these babies, and in some cases our disco balls 
(complete with rotators and spotlights) are booked 
out even before anything else! Trust us, this is a 
proper party gem! Now all you have to do is choose 
the statement size...

I LOVE YOU BABY BALL - (40cm): £50
ONE HECK OF A GLITTER BALL - (75cm): £75
GRAND PARTY BALL - (100cm): £100 29

Projector £50 | Screen £100. 
Perfect for home movie & sports 
nights or screenings of your fave 
(or most embarrasing) moments!



Extra logs
Keep the fire burning as long as you wish with add-on fire-log packages.

£20 for 12 fire logs (Sufficient for an extra 12-hour burn)
£15 for extra hard wood bag 
£10 for 2 x 1ltr bio-ethanol refills

Large wooden fire-pit
A sure-fire crowd pleaser. Enjoy the mesmerising flickering flames and let the warm 
heat soothe and restore your energies. Perfect as the sun sets on a summer’s eve 
and simply captivating as the heart of any event on a cold winter’s day. Share 
experiences as you toast your very first marshmallow or revel in the nostalgia as 
you let the smell and taste remind you of fond childhood memories around the 
campfire.

£180 inc. smokeless fire logs for an 12-hour burn. 

External fire-bowl
Take the party outdoors and enjoy the casual, relaxed and special 
experiences shared around the light and warmth of the fire. 
Even better under a clear star-lit night setting, fingers crossed!

£50 inc 1 x bag of hard wood logs & kindling

Mini wooden fire-pit
Our mini fire-pit is the perfect addition to any discerning chill-out 
lounge. It's been lovingly crafted to bring all the joys of the large 
fire-pit but set at 60cm in height it's designed to be enjoyed whilst 
relaxing on sofas and casual furnishings.

£130 inc. smokeless fire logs for an 12-hour burn. 

Bio-ethanol fire
Go smoke-free and enjoy the splendour of a real flame, with 
the peace of mind these are safe to be enjoyed indoor/inside-
closed structures without the smoke-top ventilation. 

£180 (large) or £130 (mini)
*Bio-ethanol fire sited inside large or mini fire-pit base

For a sweet treat:
Bamboo 30cm skewers, 100 pack: £3

Marshmallows jumbo pack: £6

    WARMING FIRES...

Nothing beats that feeling of a warm, flickering open fire...

Good to know.. 
All fires are provided with our fire safety kit as 
standard (and we’ll give you a full handover for safe use) upon 
completing your tipi set up.
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Mini fire pit

Our mini fire pit is the perfect addition to 
the chill-out tipi.  Its been lovingly crafted 
to bring all the joys of our large fire-pit but 
set at 60cm in height it is designed to be 
enjoyed whilst relaxing on sofas and casual 
furnishings.
£130 inc. fire logs for an 8-hour burn.

Good to know.. 
All fires are provided with our fire safety kit as 
standard (and we’ll give you a full handover for safe use) upon 
completing your event set up.

For a sweet treat:
Bamboo 30cm skewers, 100 pack: £3

Marshmallows jumbo pack: £6

Fire guards
Our safety-tested fire guards add a clean barrier around the 
open fire. Brilliant for enjoying the appeal and warmth of the 
fire with the added comfort that your precious little hands are 
protected.

£25

 WARMING 
FIRES

Good to know.. 
All fires are provided with our fire safety kit as 
standard (and we’ll give you a full handover for safe use) upon 
completing your tipi set up.
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Wood-burning stove £75
*for use with boutique tipi range 



Stylish Adirondack chair set

Our solid wood super-stylish Adirondack chair set invites you to relax 

and escape the day-to-day. This chair is naturally weather resistant 

making it perfect for dressing your stunning exterior terraces and 

outdoor spaces. *Why not add warmth and texture with plush 

cushions, throws and skins?

£100 for four chairs

Fire bowl £50

Curved rattan set
£55 per segment

Snuggly blankets styled over a rustic 
ladder set... yep, we stock those too. 

Encourage guests to embrace the outside with cosy-up blankets, 
that will keep you chillin' not chilly! 

    OUTDOOR FURNITURE...
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Swing for two 
As fabulous as our hang-from-anywhere swing, 
our sturdy-framed version offers endless 
possibilities to site this striking piece in so 
many spectacular settings. Utterly breath-taking 
against lakeside or rich and mature wooded 
backdrops.

£125

£125

Cable drums.. 
Match them with wooden folders, rattan 

pieces or cube seats for interesting, 
informal arrangements 

Fire bowl £50

OUTDOOR 
FURNITURE

£90* 
*for items shown 

£62.50* 
*Includes: ladder, 4 
blankets, jute pouffe 

1

2

1

2

Patterned deck chair:
With bold patterns & a subtle pastel pallet, these beauties offer 
a fun, fuss-free seating option. 
£10
Double deck chair:
Double the fun... pick your fave peeps & kick back cuddled 
together for moments made to be shared. 
£25

Add fairy lights for    
extra eve' sparkle. £50
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    for the boho babes...

“We loved the effort the team put into fine-tuning 
our styling ideas and vision. All the furniture we 
hired was a perfect match to the theme, and all 
our guests commented on the quality. 

Bohemian hammock
For lazing about in the summer sunshine! We love this whimsical 
piece at garden parties, outdoor weddings, food & drink festivals, 
and more. Choose your spot, strap up and swing away... 

£75. *Add free-standing frame for £50

NEW!
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BOHO 
INSPO...
BOHO 

INSPO...

Bohemian hammock

Peacock chair - aka 'Patsy"!This affectionately-name piece boasts boho vibes, and creates the best photo booth opportunities! 
Also fab for seating at your sweetheart table.

£50

NEW!

NEW!
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All the boho gorgeousness one could ever desire!  
Talk to us about mixin' textures, colours, & seating 
for relaxing or dining that's just wonderfully 
whimsy and exudes sheer style :-) 



  oh so boho-beautiful...
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      Bringin' all of the boho vibes!
Create your happy place... 
.
If you love this look, let us help you curate a space that's uniquely you, whatever 
the budget. We'll hand-select pieces from our collection that'll allow you to make 
the most of the outdoors. 
Boho-luxe seating package: £400 *as shown



  oh so boho-beautiful...
BOHO 

INSPO...
BOHO 

BEAUT...

      Bringin' all of the boho vibes!
Channel your inner free spirit and pair pieces of different textures, shapes and 
sizes to create your cool, yet classy bohemian-inspired chill-out spaces of dreams. 
Lovely as statement lounge areas, and even more fabulous as alfresco hang outs! 
This effortless ensemble featuring wicker sofas, chairs, & side tables, paired with 
a plush velvet wingback, and beautifully accented with Moroccan pouffes and large 
floor rugs is simply breath-taking!  
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    hanging decorations...
Hanging installations are simply spectacular for creating a grand, and lasting impression! Seek your inspiration 
from ambient hues and warm light settings. If floral's your thing, think thick natural foliage, or beautiful 
blooms that are co-ordinated across every detail from ceiling to floor! Go DIY, or bring in the pros to create your 
very own stunning arrangements using over-sized hoops and cartwheels.

Hanging hoops 
First dance floral fabulousness! Bloomin' beautiful bar or head table dressings! Or hell yeah to 
awe-inspiring arch backdrops! These magnificent statement hoops, make a mega impact! Talk to our 
trend-savvy team to get the low down on measurements and styling for a theme. Which wonderful way 
will you choose to style yours? Trailing foliage and fanciful flowers? Wispy willow and wild meadows? 
Ravishing fringing & ribbon details? Or touch-me-textures of pampas and other earthy delights... 

3m hoop:  £120 *provided as a bare metal hoop

1.8m hoop:  £75 *provided as a bare metal hoop

Winches 
Hire our clever winches 
& other install systems 
to safely secure & 
raise/lower your 
hanging decorations 
to the lofty heights of 
tipis or other venues.
 

Oak cartwheels
Reclaimed and lovingly restored to their former beauty, 
these stand-out statements look adorable adorned 
with festoon lights or the foliage and frillies of your 
choosing. Elevate your roofscapes to another level by 
combining our striking pieces for the ultimate show-
stopper!

Oak cartwheel: £65
Oak cartwheel with festoons: £85

£2538



Hoop hoop hoo-ray!:
Trios of loveliness always make for the best design statements - take our extra-awesome wooden hanging hoops. 
Go vertical for stand-out statements, flip these and create clever and unique chandeliers, or one of our fave of-the-
moment ideas sees these form splendid surrounds for seating plans. 

£65 

4m floating ladder
Rustic and charming! Hang over your top table, bar or stage to add 

dimension and interest or to fabulously frame your event space.

 £65

HANGING 
DECORATIONS

Stag chandelier 
A striking feature for those aiming to bring rustic-luxe, come après 
ski vibes to their celebration. Made with wooden 'antler-style' arms 
and eye-catching candle holders. 
This stunning catch-your-eye chandelier comes in three sizes to scale 
your vertical roofscape statement to suit!

XL: £150 *suited for large, expansive, open/vaulted spaces

L: £100 *suited for average room height spaces 

S: £50 *suited for accommodation or smaller spaces

Vintage-inspired Edison light
With classically cool filament-style bulbs, and metallic-yet-delicate 
lampholder detailing, it's an inspired piece which would complement 
many a theme, think rustic, industrial-chic, vintage and more. 
2m: £85 | £4m: £170 
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    hanging decorations...

Festoon and 
lantern roofscape
For those Midsummer Night's Dream 
vibes... Super dreamy, and certain to 
stun your guests! Simply choose your 
lantern palette, crisp white or vibrant 
colour-pop tones and be captivated 
as your ceilings and roofscapes are 
transformed with an abundance of 
interest and light! 

£150 (per c.10m x 10m space)

    hanging decorations...

Coloured lanterns add a 
joyful and bold vibe!

Fabulous floral shelves 
Crafted from gorgeous reclaimed wood, this 2m 
long shelf bares breath-taking natural grain 
markings and of course boasts the famously 
sought-after live-edge barked border - definite 
touch-me-texture goals! Hanging high above 
head tables, or perched on pretty plinths, this 
statement floral shelf offers a fresh focus and 
funky way to display your florals. 

£50

Edison and blossom chandelier
No words needed other than WOW! We are besotted with this beautiful, 
bold, blossom chandelier. How dreamy are those dangling, dazzling Edison 
pendants? This is undeniably one of the MOST spectacular roofscapes and we 
can guarantee will dazzle at your next event soooo effortlessly. 

£125
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Picture me in a chic bar area, 
or an entrance piece wowing guests as they arrive! 

    crushing on...



3. Planter prettiness
Suspend natural planters and fill with 
blooms of your choosing.  |  2m planter 
£30

4. Artificial ivy  
Add hints of lush green foliage to your 
polework or other décor details for a fresh 
indoor/outdoor vibe! 
£100 per tipi or equivalent 

5. Macramé marvels *  
Channelling all things boho and whimsy, 
use this 2m long display as a beautiful 
table or photo area backdrop!

£100  

HANGING 
DECORATIONS

    crushing on...
1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10

Bespoke sizes & 
shapes can be made 
to order!

Provided as a trio 
of ascending sized 
wooden hoops to add 
your own fab florals/
decorations!

1. Quirky geometric shapes
A massive trend and a fab stand-alone statement. Stunning 
when used in clusters.  |  Large geometric shape incl. 
white foliage £75

2. Pair Edisons & hoops
Create dreamy combos with our Edison displays and 

oversized hoops.  |  Edison £85, 1m hoop, (part of 
trio) £65

6 Whimsy wisteria (white, fuschia or purple)

Bunches and trailing artificial wisteria 
wonderfully transforms spaces/decorations 
into an romantic floral haven! 

£25 *10m or 9 bunches

7. Reclaimed oak cartwheel oh-la-la
Fitting for any theme! Super with delicate 
hanging detailing or trailing foliage. Add fairy 
lights, single stems and/or floaty ribbons in 
pretty textures for a romantic twist.

£65

9. Trio of hoops   
Choose our trio of wooden hoops for dramatic 
cascading displays. Try as picture/cake 
frames, or an original take on seating plans. 
£65

Undeniably gorgeous! Pair our 3m 
or 1.8m hoops with our twinkly 
mirror ball - simply stunning!
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    arches &          
    backdrops...

Now what outdoor wedding would be 
complete without a rustic ceremony 
arch?! Our beautifully hand-crafted 

arches are always a firm fave amongst 
clients, and are sure to add a personal 

touch to your big day!  

Just choose a design that suits your 
style and theme, and if there's a 

bespoke requirement, we can help      
create that too. ! 

All arches  - £75*
Bespoke -POA
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  Tipi



    arches &          
    backdrops...
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ARCHES & 
BACKDROPS

Dreamy 
moongate!

That's our 
1.8m hoop 

btw!

  Moongate   Frame

  Shard

*Provided bare for you to add your own 
floral/drapery interest...



    bespoke for you...
Uniquely hand-crafted
Perhaps the coolest thing about us, is that we are a super talented, creative bunch. 
Our peeps are trend-obsessed, sparkle-crazy and of course not to mention rather skilful and crafty with all 
things wood. Between us, we can turn our hand to any creative project your heart desires. So if there's 
something that’s set your heart racing and you can’t find it (despite hours of searching) or you don’t fancy 
taking on this project, speak to us about creating a bespoke piece for you.

Rustic heart guest book

Hand-crafted from our hearts to yours. This rustic guest-book easel is 

an adorable way to capture your special event memories & messages

£50

Personalised play...
Add special names/dates to your games making the day (and your 

pics) truly tailored. 

£25 per item personalised 

Hand-painted signs 

Detail your order of the day on these cool pallet signs. 

£50

Epic entrance signs...
Great for event timings or a fab travel-themed signpost showcasing 

fond places travelled yonder 

£50 *inc. 4 signs and pole/base | £10 per extra sign 
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On-trend luxe backdrops...
. With it's curved design and complementary colour block shades, this 

statement piece is super stylish, and guaranteed to last the seasons/

themes. 

£75 *inc. 2 arches in innocent peach & lush peach colour. 

    Styling tip below... 

    Tailor the look by adding a dash of you... 
Update themes, & event styling/branding with bespoke messaging 
and/or matching the palette to a colour/hue of your choice. Add 

stand-out florals & fresh accessories for an abundance of interest. 



Picture perfect personalised photobooth

Fab for framed views of y
our picturesque sett

ing or groups of y
our 

guests le
tting their hair down & getti

ng snap happy - with or 

without comical props!

£75 *plain wooden frame | £25 *for your own personalisation plate

Rustic bench guest book

With beautiful bark-clad trunk bases & a silky smooth bench 

top, this is a unique way to capture thoughts to treasure - not 

to mention double duty as extra event seating :-)!
£100

Structural posts columns & backdropsSpotted at all the great events, a stunning backdrop, feature walls, grand floral columns or anythin' you can imagine really! Our talented team can design the foundations for you to add the frillies. £POA

Customers' bespoke order...1. Make extra tables2. Custom-size display unit 3. Design festival 'selfie' columns 4. Personalise furnishings 5. Make bespoke soft furnishings 6. Head table back drop
Enquire for your                    bespoke needs...
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On-trend luxe backdrops...
. With it's curved design and complementary colour block shades, this 

statement piece is super stylish, and guaranteed to last the seasons/

themes. 

£75 *inc. 2 arches in innocent peach & lush peach colour. 

    Styling tip below... 

Hard to find pieces? Pushed for time? 
Our collaborative & transparent approach may 
help you pick up the perfect piece.   
And may save you a                                         
pretty penny... 



    DISPLAYS TO DELIGHT
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Beer barrels & feature stands
Create your own unforgettable moments with our rich, aged and full-of-history 
beer barrel feature pieces. Your guests will love these as a charming poseur table 
or try two together as original cake/dessert presentation tables. Make a statement 
as striking entrance displays and add floral height for a dramatic photographic 
background.

£35 each
Barrel duo feature table: £80 (Includes 2 x beer barrels and wooden top)

XL barrel-top poseur table
Adulation in abundance for this aged, full of charm & character (oh 
and did we mention hand-made with love) awesome extra large 
poseur table station! Furnish your space with gorge go-to spots for 
groups to gather. Grab a pew, (or any of our poseur stools) or just 
simply stand together. Create stunning kick-back spaces with extra 
scale and extra oomph for extra special moments and memories!
£50

Sweet cart/drinks cart
A hugely popular hit with children and adults alike. Opt for 
a sweetie cart and fill your sweetie jars with your fave retro 
sweets or match them to your theme or inspiration. Present 
a welcoming drinks cart complete with all the trimmings to 
help guests relax and get into the swing of the party.  

£100 (sweets, jars & drinks not included)



Snack station
Craving late-night munchies satisfaction - this has to be the ultimate 
foodie station. This delectable idea & versatile display is sure to 
impress. From bar snacks, sweets or even crisp butties - so simple 
and effective, just fill up with your fave treats, bread and marg and 
hey presto evening food - done!

 £30

DISPLAYS TO 
DELIGHT
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Single beer barrel
A rustic alternative to traditional cake tables, poseur 
tables, or floral arrangements! Our oak barrels are a  
must-have item with so many uses! We personally love 
these positioned outside your entrance - such a fab 
feature that can be dressed however you wish!

£35

Cake stands 
Rustic, natural and all-out stunning. Our 3-tier cake stand, with its 
tantalising textural edging is the perfect complement to any stunning 
array of sweets and treats towers! While, our hand-crafted solid oak  
round stand is irresistible for cake delights of all shapes/sizes. 

£10 each 

The ultimate planter
Bored of those bog-standard table designs? Well look no 

further than our wooden planter! A unique and 
alternative piece that will take your table styling to the next 

level! Our planter would also look insane 
offering fabulous front entrance appeal for any would-be 

rustic/country theme! All that's left to do is fill it with 
gorgeous florals & bunches of trailing foliage. Lovely!

£30



    DISPLAYS TO DELIGHT
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Cable drum display
Now this beauty isn't just an option for your sweetheart 
table - oh no! If ever there was a piece that oozes 
versatility, this statement cable drum table has to be it. 
Bang on-trend and so stunning no matter how you use it!
So what will it be? A pimp your prosecco station, cheese 
board display, or cake and dessert table?

£35

Card/gift box 
A place of safe-keeping, a carefully crafted place for your special things. 
Our hand-made vintage card box is full of rustic charm. It's certainly big 

on style and space for all of your precious cards and gifts. 

 £25 
*Add personalisation for extra £15

Tall easel
Carefully crafted to offer you the flexibility to present 

your plans, displays and more with ease. It’s adjustable 
mechanism makes it suited for features up to A1 

(portrait/landscape). 

£20

Eryk - our noble leader
Meet Eryk - our newest statement décor piece. He looks 
spectacular perched upon the rustic frames & draped in 
stylish florals/embellishments. Channelling our Nordic 
roots, Eryk's namesake symbolises leadership, with a sense 
of adventure & travel. He’s not governed by tradition & 
is our lovable visionary & an inspirational being - (don't 
worry he's not real either)... 

£35
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Blackboard
Create visually vibrant statements or offer up menus and a little slice 
of what's to happen next. With a multitude of ways to incorporate 
chalkboard design into your event - the possibilities for this fun and 
artsy touch are endless!

£10

Ladder displays
Snuggle up and keep cosy. Order your fave 
blankets or other trinkets and possessions on 
these interesting steps. We just can't decide on 
our fave - a beautiful blanket presentation (like 
page 33) or perhaps tiers of your fave tipples... 

£25 (Single ladder)
£55 (Single ladder & four lush & ultra-soft throws)

DISPLAYS TO 
DELIGHT

Copper frames & stands*
You just cant go wrong! Such a statement, and on-trend piece. 

Create dimension and interest to your tables, displays, or 
backdrops, and decorate with your fave flowers, or precious 

bits & bobs! We're able to craft frames and plinths to fit (tall 
& small), so give us a shout and we'll create something that's 

entirely bespoke!

£25 - (6ft on-the-table frame)
£25 - (pair of 90cm plinths)

£75 - (standing frame 180cm (h) x 100cm (w)
£POA - (bespoke pieces)

Vintage trunk
So fabulous darling! A statement piece for those who 
want to add a classic and vintage touch to their day! 
Think stand-out steamer coffee table or even a delightful 
card/props/blanket/floral display box. This trunk is in 
keeping with any travel theme, so is a must-have item for 
those who love to roam free and chase adventure! A truly 
stunning display that'd look picture perfect alongside any 
of your fondest travel memorabilia!

£35

*Pampas grass & sign - for styling inspo & not included with frame



Unleash the playful side of your guests... 

    FUN ADDITIONS...
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Giant beat the buzzer



Garden games

Choose from: Beanbag toss, 
Giant Jenga, Connect 4, 

Noughts & crosses, Space 
hoppers, Skittles, Boules & 

Limbo. 

Our all-new collection of lawn games is a    
sure-fire-winner! Keep your guests engaged and 

entertained throughout your welcome drinks 
and/or reception. Spark their competitive sides, 

and make a mini Olympics for all to enjoy!

£25 per game

Giant beat the buzzer
Can you and your guests beat the 

bleep. A guaranteed fun-for-all 
fabulous addition to create a real 

buzz at your event. 

£50
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Emily & Johan - 3 giant tipis, kung tipi, ohana tipi and catering tent52

An abundance of wild flowers grown, 
gathered and arranged in salvaged 
containers for an informal, loose and 
organic feel! 

Bloomin' beautiful! 

“



Their brochure of all the details they offer was so 
useful in designing our wedding as bespoke as we are. 
All costs were up front and reasonable. There were no 

constraints, meaning our day was truly UNIQUE!
“
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INSPIRATION 

Add a playful touch to 
your outdoor spaces with 
a hang-from-anywhere 
dreamy tree swing. 
£75
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@tipiunique

@uniquely.styled.hire

Head over to our Instagram pages 
for even more gorgeous-ness!

Details darling! Complete the look/theme with bronzed and 
pewter stained glass Moroccan lanterns 

Small: £3  |  Medium: £5 |  Large (electric): £10
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Adorn your lounge & chill spaces with this ambient addition. 
Casting a breath-taking display of pinks, yellows and reds over its 
surroundings, this lantern has an attractive antique appearance that 
delivers a relaxing feel. | Height: 34cm



STYLING IDEAS 
C O N T E M P O R A R Y   C O N T R A S T... soft 
accents, crisp glassware &  rustic rounds, fab!

M Y  M I L K  U R N... plus beautiful blooms, 
brings all the boys to the yard!

L O U N G I N' L A R G E... supersize deck chair 
- just missing a supersize G&T!

P E R C H E D  P R E T T Y ... newest chairs in 
town, total luxe & defo swooning right now! 

D E C A D E N T  D R I N K S... taking our cable 
drum display to new heights.  

R O M A N T I C  R E T R E A T... newlyweds & 
dreamy nights = epic start to togetherness!

D E L U X E  D I N I N G...starring poseurs, 
high-back chairs and a casual lighting reel...

E D I S O N  E N E R G Y... framing your rock 
stars fabulously for the night.

C H I A V A R I  C O U N T S... 4 of these beauts 
per table side, always a great choice.

 C O L O U R  P O P... vibrancy meets our 
vintage tables, how hot is this look?!

C H I C  S T Y L I N G... beautifully curated 
choice pieces.. Eryk you do look fetching!

S W E E T E A S Y   S T A T I O N... some serious 
inspiration right there!... 
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F U N K Y  &  F R I E N D L Y... side tables with 
personality (& totally kind to the furry kind)

B E A U T I F U L  B U D G E T... luxe look with 
our low-cost wooden chair

I M A G I N E  T H E  D R A M A... warm hues 
from a fabulous fairy-light weave 

Q U E E N'S  T H R O NE ... super stylish, uber 
comfy - this wing-back chair will cause a stir...

S H E L T E R E D  S P A C E... oh Ohana with 
your side walls, rain or shine the bar calls...

C R A T E  C R E A T  I O N S... four apple crates  
= ultra-awesome statement coffee table 

S T A C K  'E M  U P! ... just crushing on this 
swanky jute pouffe side station.

O V E R S I Z E  B L O O M S... frame entrances 
or create bloomin' lovely photo areas!

T E A  F O U R  T H R E E... collection of cross 
back chairs offering spacious seating for six.

S T R I K I N G  &  S U M P T U O U S... kick-back 
sofas, cushions & deer skins, that's CHILLED!

C H E E R Y  D E T A I L S.. lightbulb vases, 
lanterns, ribbons - style up the smaller deets!

F A I R Y-L I T  F A N T A S Y... swagged, draped, 
ceiling adorned in sparkle...need we say more!

HIRE THESE ON-TREND PIECES FOR YOUR EVENT:
For those event styling ninjas among  you, it's poss you may have spotted these gorge pics have been curated 
using our fabulous collections. But, there's one or two beauties premiering here, that you can add to your event. 

Milk Urn: £20 | Supersize deck chair: £75 | Glam dining chair: £10 | Queen Anne wingback: £50  
Apple crate: £2.50 |Oversized blooms: £40 each | Bud vases (bulb shaped) £2 each  
Fairy-lit ceiling: £375 *assuming 15 sets of fairy lights. Price may vary depending on design. 57



    New pieces...
Statement styling for rustic, vintage, festival chic peeps... 
These beauts have caught our attention, we've stood up and took notice. And we couldn't be happier 
to announce that these delights are ready to grace your events. Need a little inspiration, talk to us 
about working these statement pieces into your event styling plans. 

These rarities are hard to come by, and our final, exact styles and designs may vary...

Vintage ornate sofa  
We've been crushing on this piece for many moons! This 2-seater sofa boasts spectacular form with 
decorative cabriole frame and leg detailings. It's elegant, graceful and utterly exquisite! Upholstered in a 
lilac soft-to-the-touch finish, it's styling finery at its absolute best! 
£90
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Vintage French Door/
Screen

Searching for some je ne sais 
quoi? Well here ya go! Opt for our 

beautiful vintage French doors 
to add that a little luxury to 

your special event! Try using as 
backdrop to your top table or as to 

screen a surprise reveal! 

£100

From Persia with love 
A little bit of Carpet Diem! There's nothing like a beautiful     

Persian-inspired rug to add a bohemian feel to your event space. 
Stunning in chill-out areas, or even to add detail under your top 

table! 

Available in 2 colour choices. Purple Janiya | Pink Mila 

£50 each

Spot our Eryk lookalike!

Festival flags 
What would any 
festival-style celebration
be without the obligatory flag 
poles? Got a particular colour 
scheme or theme in mind? No 
problem, we can source a flag 
of your colour to keep the party 
going! ROCK ON!

£30 each
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Purple Janiya

Pink Mila



Cacoon chill-out pods, cool hey!!
£30 each 

Add cushions & blankets 
to make it extra comfy! 

“

Fire bowl £5060



FESTIVAL FEEL...
Various stages, unique bars, bright décor, fab         

chill-out pieces and loads of ways to style each space 
with distinctly different looks for a full-on festival 

experience!! 
“
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Ohana 'Stage' - rain or shine this space 
has your bar, food, & tunes areas covered! 

 Ohana + round bar = stunning! 
Servin' up your fave tipples & terrific times...



    EXTRA SERVICES...
On-site/call-out support

Our crew is bursting with expertise, passion and a desire to 
ensure your event is everything and more you'd hoped it to 

be. We’ll offer our helping hands for tipi-related tasks i.e. raise 
and lower sides (at anytime you choose - perfect for big reveal 

moments). Why not, let us stoke the fires, switch up lighting 
design and effects, manage your amenities like heating, power 
and loo provisions? You’re in control and can choose the length 

of time that best suits your needs, meaning you can just sit 
back and enjoy your event, knowing all the practicalities are 

taken care of.

£40 p/hr per person (+travel) 
£300 p/person (+travel) up to 8 hours support. 
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Peace of mind that you're 

event will run without a hitch!  

We'll help bring your stylin
g to life, 

meaning you can focus on enjoying it! 

Decoration support
Nothing inspires us more than seeing your lovingly 
hand-crafted creations ready to transform your 
tipis/venues. Seeing your masterpieces take their 
place is just magnificent, and by golly there’s a lot 
of wonderful ways in which spaces can be dressed. 
Let us provide the hanging hoops, poles, pulley 
systems and plentiful other ingenuous install 
methods for your creations. Better still, pass on 
your unique finishing touches you’d like displaying 
and leave our creative team to work their magic on 
your behalf.

£40 p/hr. 

*Advice on expected decoration support 
durations can be provided. 



Security services 
Pretty quickly outdoor events can become the talk of the town 

and it can make it obvious there's a lot of lovely things left 
at your venue/location, and unattended. Ditch the worry and 
talk to us about professional hired-in security services to man 
your stunning spaces. With flexible options and pricing, we'll 

help you tailor what's best for your event. 

POA

Boutique tipi hotel
Thinking about end-of-the-night accommodation 
- look no further than our divine boutique tipi 
hotels. Whether you need a place to crash after your 
fun-filled gathering, you're dreaming of a gorgeous 
glamping village or want something really unique 
for a special occasion - we’ve got it covered.

Boutique tipis from £150
*See Boutique tipi hotel brochure for more 
info, glamping accessories and pricing!

Extend your weekend 
celebrations with a full 

glamping village. Awesome :-)! 

EXTRA 
SERVICES
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Good to know there's a visible 

presence taking care of you, your 
guests & your things!  



Ahhh sooo dreamy! 

To achieve this theme, be sure the channel 
all that is free-spirited, off-beat, and 

whimsical... Think a woodland venue, candles, 
free-flowing gowns, and floral anklets. 

Our naked tipi is just perfect for this look. 
Providing a striking and unique ceremony 

area, as well as a gorgeous star-gazing come 
chill-out lounge.

Eryk looking fab,
 of course!

 BOHO INSPO...

Ceremony 
by day... 
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Boho 
lovin'...

1 x naked tipi  £195  |  25m x festoon lighting  £62.50  | 
20m x matted walkway (aisle)  £60  |  1 x Eryk  £35  |  
1 x chesterfield sofa  £60  |  1 x outdoor fire bowl  £50  | 
4 x reindeer skins  £120  | 1 x ladder display  £25  |  
4 x blankets/throws  £30  | 8  x storm lanterns £50  |
1 x large storm lantern  £25 

Total:  £712.50 Colour palette...

INSPO...

Create the look...

Star-gazing spot by night... 

Mix up the look with 
fairy-lights adorning the 
poles... Astounding!
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Shout out to Kaiser!
He's our adorable team
mascot & office teddy 
bear! 

An all-time classic!

We can never get enough of this particular theme, and can't 
see it going out of fashion any time soon! Gather an eclectic 
mix of your fave furnishings, pair with our open fire pits, 
then add wild/rustic florals and foliage. 

Such décor is certain to add a relaxed and 
informal atmosphere to your event - a style that goes hand-
in-hand with our charming Nordic tipis... psstt don’t forget the 
marshmallows for toasting!

RUSTIC-LUXE...

Create the look...
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1 x chill-out luxe package  |  £400
1 x large fire pit  |  £180
2 x tractor stools  |  £40 
2 x cow-hide stools  |  £40
2 x pommel seats  |  £50 
4 x leather pouffes  |  £30
4 x blankets  |  £30
1 x twinkling fairy lights  |  £100

Total:  £870 

*Don't forget, feel free to tailor to your bespoke 
plans and furnishings! :)

Don't forget the 
champers! :)

INSPO...



WINTER WONDERLAND...

Far easier than you think!

All you need is an overgrown woodland, our 
rustic furnishings (and/or tipis if you wish), a 

magical gown/suit, and some serious
lighting! Our fairy lights, festoons, and 

lanterns are sure to give a glow
 wherever you go!

This has to be one of our fave themes to date 
- it's makes use of the wintery weather and 

pays homage to the festive season. 



WINTER WONDERLAND...

1 x long table/bench set  £24  |  1 x rustic round table 5'6 table  £30  
10 x wooden cross-back chairs  £45 | 
30m x festoon lighting  £75  |  1 x twinkling fairy lights   £100  |  
2 x reindeer skins  £60  |  2 x blankets/throws  £15  | 
8 x storm lanterns  £50

Total:  £399
*Talk to us about totally transforming/theming your space. 
Likewise, holla if you want to chat about ideas to achieve the look on a 
smaller budget :)

INSPO...

Create the look...

Style your bouquet and 
tablescapes with blown out, 
blousey bold roses - ever the 
symbol of romance! 
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Heaters
The perfect addition for that constantly warm and cosy feeling throughout the tipis or 
other outdoor spaces. Our best-in-class indirect heater comes complete with discrete 
ducts, heat-protective matting (where required) and a complete tank of fuel. Plus we'll 
work out the sized needed to heat your space on your behalf! 

EC32 heater: £150 (Up to 1 tipi) *Approx 10m x 10m space

EC55 heater: £200 (Up to 2 tipis) *Approx 20m x 10m space or equiv.

EC85 heater: £250 (Up to 4 tipis) *Approx 20m x 20m space or equiv.

Does your event require easy-access flooring? Perhaps the weather and/or site conditions 
are looking a tad wet/uneven. Banish those worries & choose our sub-ply boarding, 
that simply clicks together. It's a 'firm' fave, guaranteed to give you and your guests the 
perfect platform to strut your stuff, and most importantly keep on those killer heels...
 
Example prices  
10m x 10m: £750  | 8m x 8m: £480 -  | 6m x 6m: £270 
 * Delivery costs may be affected when opting for large quantities. 
** For bespoke sizes/venues please ask for details.

Car park, Astroturf, patios, tiled floors etc., if you’ve got an area other than grass but 
you still love the look of our tipis for your event, worry not, our mighty tipis can be 
erected on pretty much any surface with our creative installation methods. We’ve got an 
array of innovative ideas from sub-floors to weighted ballast systems. Get in touch as 
we’d be glad to advise.

Price based on requirements

Hard floor

Specialist ballast systems

Rubbish bins

Coat rail

the fundamentals
Choose an extra canister or two of 
diesel if you think you might use 
more during dressing or if you're 
hosting a pre- and/or after party 
the next day. 
£30 per 20ltr.

Inspired by our Swedish roots, and hand-made from Spruce 
wooden poles, our statement rustic coat rail offers a practical yet 
stylish solution for up to 40 coats, bags, hats shoes and buggies 
galore. Its harmonious design nestles into the shape of tipis and 
easily into other venue nooks! With a rugged, rustic design it is 
built for strength and durability!

£30 per rail inc. 40 wooden hangers 

Don't forget!

Keep your tipis or event venue clean & tidy with our wooden,  
hand-crafted rubbish bins! They're super discrete, and very          
in-keeping with any rustic-luxe theme. Add our brightly coloured 
signage to encourage waste separation - saving you a job later! 

£10 per bin | £2 each per recycling sign 
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Beautiful bunting & fringing... 
Nothing says celebration like swathes of swagged bunting, beautifully 
framing key focal points. Ask us for details of styles. £1.50p/mtr  



Outdoor events may mean cables trailing back to far-off power sources. Our heavy-duty cable 
covers offer complete protection and are safe for pedestrian and vehicle passing. 

Here's the details: they can be bolted down for a more permanent install and they come 
complete with 3 cable channels with hinged lid for easy cable insertion/tidying as you go. 
Each panel interlinks to the next and 'weight' for it (pardon the pun), they are tested for use 
with axle loads up to 6,000kgs.

Posher than a compost loo, or bucket and spade we 
promise! We're able to provide you with beautifully 
appointed toilet for your wedding or event. An essential if 
you're using a secluded spot in the countryside!

With a choice of standard or themed units, as well as a 
variety of sizes, we'd be happy to advise on the right unit 
for your event. 

Prices from £550.

 *Guide price. Exact quote will be shared based on specification & 
delivery location. 

Backed up by our extensive experience, we’re the pros in sourcing 
the best generators! Our generators are incredibly reliable, and 
all of an event-grade standard. We always recommend a 40KVA 

generator as standard, but smaller units can be discussed 
depending on the total power needs across your whole event. 

When providing you with a generator, we firm up with you a 
complete power plan and will also provide all of the necessary 

supporting cabling, distribution and kit to go with.  

Prices from £550.

Toilets

We've got the power

For a low-cost option, individual festival-style loos are available.  (Ask for details).

Ask about our sublime toilet tent package! Providing a neat little suite 
meaning you don't have to go outside to do your business. 

£7.50 per cover. (H/W/L: 75 x 600 x 1000mm) 

*Guide price. Exact quote will be shared based 
on specification & delivery location

Road cable covers

Extra cabling/distribution
Powering from a mains, or your own generator, then lean on us for all 

of your electrical needs. We'll even take care of guiding you through 
planning your power needs. If yours is a large/complex event, we'd be 

happy to charge up your capabilities with extra kit/and on-site support as 
required. 

. 
Cabling, distribution & installation support package: £150

On-site support: £40 pp /phr or £300 pp/pday

Wood-effect exterior
Shabby chic (themed unit)
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Brewery (themed unit)



Rustic-interior (themed unit)

Get in touch:
We'd love to help plan your 

next unique event!

Email: planmyevent@tipiunique.com  

Web: www.tipiunique.com  

Tel:  01606 246 125 or 0800 975 2 579

Prices current as at October 2020 and valid until October 2021 

Get social with us!


